
 
 
PECE Essay Instructions 

Adding a Freestanding Text Box 
The first type of content we will add is a suggested citation, which we will add to Column 1. 
 
We could go about adding our suggested citation in (at least) two ways. We could navigate back 
to our dashboard and create this citation as a Text Artifact and then embed this artifact as 
content (For instructions on creating artifacts, see this tutorial). Creating the citation as an 
artifact would enable us to embed the same Text Artifact in multiple essays. However, because 
each citation will be particular to its corresponding essay, there is no need to create an artifact. 
So, instead, we will simply add the citation as a freestanding Text Box in the essay.  
 

1. To add a Text Box to a desired column, first click the “Plus Sign” at the top of the 
column, in the blue box. 

 
 

2. This will bring up the “Add Content Window,” which lists a number of options of possible 
content types you can add to your essay. For our Suggested Citation, will click “Add 
Text.” 

  

https://worldpece.org/content/pece-artifact-instructions
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3. The Text box will have the option of adding a title, but this is not necessary for our 

purposes. So we will leave the Title Pane blank.  
 

Instead, click within the “Text” pane and type your Suggested Citation, according to the 
instructions given in your Project Style Guide. In the top right corner, the “Preview” 
window will show you what your Text Box will look like in your essay, once it has been 
created. If you like how your Text Box looks, click “Add” to finalize it.  
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4. This will take you back to the Customization Page of your PECE Essay. As you can see, 
our new Text Box is automatically placed at the top of the column, above our essay Title. 

 

 
 

5. We can fix this by selecting the Title Pane--clicking the grey/silver rectangle at the top of 
the pane--and dragging it above the “Cite as” Text Box. Immediately after selecting the 
Title Pane, you will see a yellow rectangle indicating where the new position of the title 
pane will be. Once the yellow rectangle is at the top of the column, release the mouse.  

 


